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Abstract

Personality traits influence human actions and001
thoughts, which is manifested in day to day002
conversations. Although glimpses of person-003
ality traits are observable in existing open do-004
main conversation corpora, leveraging generic005
language modelling for response generation006
overlooks the interlocutor idiosyncrasies, re-007
sulting in non-customizable personality agnos-008
tic responses. With the motivation of enabling009
configurable response generators, in this paper010
we experiment with ways to ground neural re-011
sponse generators based on both (i) interlocu-012
tor Big-5 personality traits, and (ii) discourse013
intent as control codes, training an end-to-end014
dialogue agent that can not only leverage the015
control codes as policy for nuanced response016
generation, but also predict and decide the gen-017
eration policy to be utilized by the generator.018
Since most of the existing large scale open do-019
main chat corpora do not include Big-5 person-020
ality traits and discourse intent, we employ au-021
tomatic annotation schemes to enrich the cor-022
pora with policy consisting of noisy estimates023
of these features as control codes, and lever-024
age automatic evaluation metrics along with025
ablation studies, to assess the impact of us-026
ing control codes for response generation. Ad-027
ditionally, we leverage human judgement to028
demonstrate the effectiveness of using such029
personality and pragmatics based policy for re-030
sponse generation. Our experiments illustrate031
the effectiveness of this strategy resulting in032
improvements to existing benchmarks.033

1 Introduction034

Recent years have witnessed a growth in neural035

methods for language modelling (LM), specifically036

in the domain of open domain dialogue and inter-037

active systems. Large neural language models with038

billions of parameters, trained on one or more dia-039

logue corpora, have accomplished state-of-the-art040

results in response generation tasks (Roller et al.,041

2020; Xu et al., 2021). Although such models are042

Figure 1: Sample dialogue between two users, depict-
ing the influence of personality trait in speech.

capable of generating human-like responses, they 043

come with their own set of predicaments. Leverag- 044

ing only textual data, sans any other explicit control 045

mechanism for training, such models often gener- 046

ate undesirable responses for a situation. (Rashkin 047

et al., 2021) discuses the problem of knowledge 048

hallucinations, (Nie et al., 2021) elucidates the in- 049

consistent and self-contradictory nature of such 050

models, and (Saha et al., 2021) discusses the impact 051

of such undesirable responses in production grade 052

systems. In this paper, we experiment with ways 053

to enhance the faithfulness of generated responses 054

to the interlocutor personality traits, by leverag- 055

ing personality and intent based control codes as 056

response generation policy during training. 057

Personality is the most fundamental dimension 058

of variation between humans (Mairesse et al., 059

2007). Not only does it play a crucial role in how 060

humans react to different scenarios, but also reflects 061

characteristic patterns of thoughts, feelings, expres- 062

sions, and behaviors. Speech being the ultimate 063

form of expression, is influenced by a person’s per- 064

sonality trait (Sanford, 1942). Relying on language 065

modelling (LM) for modelling dialogue without 066

interlocutor specific supervision, might result in 067

fluent, yet anomalous response. For example, the 068
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response to the query in Figure 1 is subjective, and069

dependent on the nature of the interlocutor. Had the070

interlocutor been introverted and exhibited weakly071

agreeable personality, the response could have been072

different. In order to factor in this phenomenon in073

LM, we incorporate Big 5 personality traits (Soto,074

2018) as control codes, which is a well established075

personality taxonomy in psychological trait theory,076

and also one of the most recognized approaches077

to describe and measure individual differences in078

personality (Costa Jr, 1992). Employing automatic079

annotation schemes, we annotate 2 large scale open080

domain knowledge grounded chat corpora, and081

train end-to-end response generators which exhibit082

faithfulness to the interlocutor personality traits.083

In a conversation, the speakers intentions shape084

the discourse. According to (Barbara, 2017), locu-085

tionary acts are equivalent to taking actions, and086

intentions are correlated with individual personal-087

ity. Hence, we also experiment with leveraging088

pragmatics like dialogue intent as control codes for089

response generation. Further, treating intent and090

personality traits as generation policy, we exper-091

iment with leveraging the contextual policy, and092

the conversation history, in order to predict the tar-093

get policy that should be followed by the current094

response. Thus, enabling a self sufficient system,095

that can predict the required response control codes,096

and incorporate the control cues while generating097

response.098

2 Related Work099

Personality Trait from Text: Research in auto-100

matic personality detection from text is still nascent,101

and can be attributed to the lack of publicly avail-102

able and reliable large scale personality annotated103

text corpora. (Mairesse et al., 2007) explored the104

usage of statistical models for detecting person-105

ality traits from text, which inspired (Majumder106

et al., 2017) to implement a document modeling107

technique based on a CNN features extractor for108

identifying Big-5 traits from the Essays dataset.109

Using the PersIA corpus (Dix et al., 2003) for train-110

ing, (Ivanov et al., 2011) experimented with statis-111

tical models to automatically detect Big-5 person-112

ality traits. (Ren et al., 2021) experimented with113

leveraging BERT for detecting Big-5 and Myers-114

Briggs Type Indicator (Myers, 1962) personality115

traits from social media text. Recently, (Gjurković116

et al., 2021) published the first large-scale dataset117

of Reddit comments labeled with three personality118

models, which we leverage for out experiments, 119

along with the Essays dataset. 120

Controllable Text Generation: Considerable 121

amount of work has been done for controllable text 122

generation. (Mairesse and Walker, 2007, 2008a) 123

proposed Personage: the first highly parametriz- 124

able language generator for modelling extraversion. 125

(Mairesse and Walker, 2008b) experimented with 126

statistical models, that can produce recognisable 127

variation along the personality dimension. Lever- 128

aging myPersonality dataset, (Wanqi and Sakai, 129

2020) annotated the Cornell Movie-dialogs cor- 130

pus (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lee, 2011) with 131

personality trait identifier, and experimented with 132

GRU-based seq2seq model with attention mecha- 133

nism to generate personality conditioned responses. 134

(Keskar et al., 2019) introduced the concept of 135

leveraging control codes for stylized text gener- 136

ation in CTRL, and (Dathathri et al., 2020) pro- 137

posed Plug and Play Language Models (PPLM), 138

which combines a pretrained language model with 139

an attribute classifiers for guiding text generation, 140

without training the language model. Inspired by 141

CTRL and PPLM, (Smith et al., 2020) leveraged 142

200 distinct style based control codes, for styl- 143

ized response generation. (Rashkin et al., 2021) 144

explored tackling knowledge hallucination by in- 145

corporating control codes, which act as stylistic 146

controls that encourage the model to generate re- 147

sponses that are faithful to the provided evidence. 148

(Hedayatnia et al., 2020) proposed a policy driven 149

neural response generator, which generates a re- 150

sponse policy, and adheres to it for faithful gen- 151

eration. Our work is primarily inspired by CTRL 152

(Keskar et al., 2019), PD-NRG (Hedayatnia et al., 153

2020), and the latest work by (Rashkin et al., 2021). 154

3 Task 155

Response Generation Our primary goal is to ex- 156

periment with configurable response generation, us- 157

ing personality traits and dialogue intent as control 158

codes for the decoder. We reason that since per- 159

sonality is the combination of behavior, emotion, 160

motivation, and thought patterns that define an in- 161

dividual, conditioning response generation on such 162

a feature can not only enable the model to factor 163

in interlocutor idiosyncrasy during decoding, but 164

also provide configurable knobs that can be used 165

to vary the flavour of the response as needed. For 166

our purpose, we utilize the Big-5 personality traits, 167

along with corpus specific custom traits listed in 168
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Type Control Code Abbreviation Description Possible Levels

Big-5
Personality

Traits

Agreeableness Agr Level of critical and rational nature. Strong/Weak
Openness Opn Level of imagination and insight. Strong/Weak

Conscientiousness Con Level of self-discipline and efficiency. Strong/Weak
Extraversion Ext Level of outgoing nature. Strong/Weak
Neuroticism Neu Tendency to experience negative emotions. Strong/Weak

Corpus
Based
Traits

Attitude Overall pre-dominant stance of an interlocutor. Positive/Negative/Neutral
Tone Overall pre-dominant intention of an interlocutor. Subjective/Objective/Both

Length Response length preference of an interlocutor. Talkative/Reserved

Intent

Subjectivity Subj Intention of sharing personal anecdotes or opinions. Present/Absent
Objectivity Obj Intention of sharing factual knowledge. Present/Absent

Subjective Question Subj Q Intention of seeking personal anecdotes or opinions. Present/Absent
Objective Question Obj Q Intention of seeking factual knowledge. Present/Absent

Table 1: Description of different types of control codes.

Table 1 as control codes.169

Dialogue intent, analogous to speech acts170

(Stolcke et al., 2000), elucidates the abstract or171

high level motives, and summarises the intention172

of a response. Hence, we reason that incorporating173

intent based control codes should not only enable174

response generation by apprising the high level175

meaning that the generated response should exude,176

but also provide us with additional configurations177

to regulate the response. For our use case, we178

re-purposed the intent taxonomy defined by (Saha179

et al., 2021), and derive four broad intent cate-180

gories, described in Table 1. Overall, leveraging181

personality traits and intent as control codes, we182

not only provide the response generator with a183

policy for better modelling, but also provides us184

with a set of configurable parameters, that can be185

varied to generate diverse flavors of response.186

Planning Conversation is considered as an187

interplay of conscious or subconscious interlocutor188

actions (Barbara, 2017), which arises from intent189

and personality. As a secondary goal, we experi-190

ment with leveraging the conversation context, and191

the historical interplay of personality traits and192

dialogue intent between interlocutors for predicting193

the target intent and trait prediction, which can be194

used as a generation policy consisting of control195

codes. We also experiment with empowering the196

model to select the most relevant fact from a set of197

input facts, which can be used for response genera-198

tion, thus providing the model with control over199

the content that can be leveraged for generation.200

Overall, we experiment with training an end-to-end201

system that can not only plan the intent and traits202

(policy) to be exhibited by the response, but203

also decide the most relevant factual knowledge204

excerpts that can be leveraged by the generator,205

and generate a response that is faithful to the policy.206

207

4 Data 208

We leverage publicly available, large scale Wiz- 209

ard of Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2019), and Topi- 210

cal chat (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019; Hedayatnia 211

et al., 2020) corpora for our experiments. Both the 212

datasets are multi-turn, knowledge grounded chat 213

corpora. We further enrich the corpora with turn 214

wise intent and personality trait annotations. Below 215

we explain each of the datasets and the annotation 216

scheme in detail. 217

4.1 Conversation Corpus 218

Wizard of Wikipedia (WOW): It is is an asym- 219

metric chat corpus comprising of conversations 220

between a wizard who has access to Wikipedia 221

knowledge, and an apprentice, who does not have 222

access to external knowledge. The apprentice has 223

the goal of diving deep into a conversation, and the 224

wizard is assigned the role of being knowledgeable. 225

Topical Chat (TC): It is a more symmetric chat 226

corpus consisting of conversations between two 227

agents, where both the agents have access to di- 228

verse external knowledge sources. Compared to 229

WOW, TC reflects real world conversations better, 230

with lengthier conversations, and more subjectivity. 231

4.2 Corpus Enrichment using Annotations 232

Employing automatic annotation schemes, we en- 233

rich both WOW and TC with discourse features 234

like intent, and interlocutor personality traits. 235

4.2.1 Dialogue Intent Annotation 236

Leveraging the BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) based 237

intent classifier by (Saha et al., 2021), we automat- 238

ically annotate each turn with interlocutor intent, 239

and further combine State Personal Fact and State 240
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Opinion as Subj, Request Personal Fact and Re-241

quest Opinion as Subj Q, while renaming State242

Knowledge Fact and Request Knowledge Fact to243

Obj and Obj Q respectively.244

4.2.2 Personality Trait Annotation245

Big-5 Personality Traits We make the following246

assumptions for personality annotation: (i) The per-247

sonality of an interlocutor can be best judged after248

observing all their responses. Fewer turns will re-249

sult in partially observable traits. (ii) By definition,250

people who exhibit openness are intellectually curi-251

ous. Hence, leveraging factual knowledge in a turn252

is considered as high for openness. Leveraging the253

Pandora (Gjurković et al., 2021) and the Essays254

(Pennebaker and King, 2000) datasets, we train255

models for automatically detecting Big-5 personal-256

ity traits from text. Pandora is the first large-scale257

dataset of Reddit comments labeled with intensities258

of Big-5 traits, and the Essays dataset is a smaller259

collection of stream-of-consciousness texts written260

by psychology students, with binary labels denot-261

ing the presence or absence of each of the Big-5262

traits, which are converted to continuous intensi-263

ties to maintain parity between the two datasets.264

We fine tune RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) with a265

regression head on both the personality datasets266

separately and automatically annotate each cumu-267

lative interlocutor turns in the WOW and TC cor-268

pora with 2 sets of Big-5 trait intensities. More269

details about the training and evaluation of each270

regression model are provided in appendix A. Post271

annotation, we convert the intensities to strong and272

weak classes, where intensities above 0.5 standard273

deviation (SD) from the mean intensity for a trait274

are considered strong, lower than -0.5 SD are con-275

sidered weak, and the rest are considered not sig-276

nificant and ignored.277

Corpus Based Traits We also define 3 interlocutor278

specific universal traits (Table 1), which are derived279

using corpus statistics. (i) Attitude: Captures the280

predominant stance (Jaffe et al., 2009) of an inter-281

locutor in a conversation. Leveraging AllenNLP282

(Gardner et al., 2017) textual entailment classifier283

trained on the MNLI (Williams et al., 2018) dataset,284

we calculate the frequency of contradicting turns285

between the interlocutors, and annotate an inter-286

locutor as positive if no contradictions are found,287

negative if more than 1 contradictions are found,288

and neutral otherwise. (ii) Tone: Captures the pre-289

dominant interlocutor voice. Post intent annota-290

tion, we compute the distribution of subjective and291

objective voice from an interlocutor’s turns, and 292

assign the majority class with a lead of 10% as 293

the preferred tone, else both.(iii) Length: Captures 294

whether an interlocutor prefers lengthy responses. 295

An interlocutor is tagged as talkative, if the average 296

number of tokens used by the interlocutor in a turn 297

is greater than the median number of tokens per 298

turn from the entire corpus, else reserved. 299

5 Modelling 300

Mathematically, given a response Y consisting of 301

tokens (y1, ..., yn), and the conversation context 302

till the current turn C, language modelling for re- 303

sponse generation estimates p(Y |C). Employing 304

personality trait and intent control codes P and I , 305

along with relevant facts F and historical policy 306

of the previous turns S, we model the posterior 307

probability distribution p(Y |C,P, I, F, S). Fur- 308

ther, enabling response policy planning, we esti- 309

mate p(I|C, S), and p(P |C, S), and for relevant 310

fact selection F we estimate p(F |C, S, I). The 311

overall joint probability can be factorized as, 312

p(Y,C, P, I, F, S) =

n∏
i=1

p(yi|y<i, C, P, I, F, S)

p(I|C, S)p(P |C, S)p(F |C, S, I)p(C, S)
313

We employ parameterized neural networks to esti- 314

mate each probability, and train end-to-end leverag- 315

ing encoder-decoder transformers (Vaswani et al., 316

2017) BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and Blenderbot 317

(Roller et al., 2020) as the backbone architectures 318

of our model. Figure 2 illustrates the end-to-end 319

system, and below we detail each component 1. 320

5.1 Encoder 321

The encoder comprises of the encoding and the 322

planning steps. It inputs the conversation context 323

C, contextual policy S, and set of input facts F , and 324

leverages 3 independent encoders and classifiers to 325

output the encoded context representation Cemb 326

for the decoder to use, along with the response 327

policy comprising of the predicted personality traits 328

P and intent I . 329

5.1.1 Encoding 330

The context encoder fc encodes the context tokens 331

C, and generates the representation Ch. The pol- 332

icy representation Sh is obtained by aligning the 333

1The annotated dataset, models, and code to be made pub-
lic on acceptance.
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Figure 2: Proposed end-to-end system architecture for configurable, policy faithful response generation.

representation by the policy encoder fs, with the334

context representation using multi-headed atten-335

tion and feed forward layers fs′ . The steps can be336

summarized as:337

Ch = fc(C), Sh′ = fs(S)338

Sh = fs′([MultiHead(Sh′ ,Ch);Sh′ ])339

Hcs = [Ch;Sh], ~Hcs = avg(Hcs)340

For encoding the facts, we implement a fact en-341

coder fk for independently encoding each input342

fact F i to the initial encoding Fi
h′ = fk(F

i). The343

final fact representation Fh is obtained by aligning344

each fact representation with the context and pol-345

icy representation using multi-head attention and346

fully connected layers, followed by sum pooling347

the masked initial encoding Fi
h′ , where the mask348

is determines by the fact selector discussed below.349

This mechanism provides control to persist only350

the relevant fact representations for the decoder.351

5.1.2 Planning352

The planning module employs classifiers to pre-353

dict the response policy, and also performs fact354

selection. We employ 2 fully connected neural net-355

works: fi_pred and fp_pred to predict the response356

intent I and personality control codes P , which357

serve as the response policy. I = fi_pred( ~Hcs),358

and P = fp_pred( ~Hcs).359

Deciding the most relevant fact from a set of360

external facts depends not only on the conversa-361

tion context, but also on the intent. For exam-362

ple, if the intention is to share a personal anec-363

dote, then most probably none of the available364

facts should be relevant for generating the response.365

Hence, for fact selection we align the fact encod-366

ings Fi
h′ with the context and policy representa-367

tions as Fi
h = fk′([MultiHead(Fi

h′ ,Hcs);Fi
h′ ]),368

and concatenate the predicted intent logits I with 369

the average pooled fact encoding Fi
h for each 370

fact, followed by a fully connected neural net- 371

work fk_pred to predict the relevancy F i
pred = 372

fk_pred([avg(Fi
h);I]). Using the predicted binary 373

classes F i
pred as a mask, we sum pool the fact en- 374

coding Fi
h′ and compute the final fact encoding 375

representation Fh =
∑

i argmax(F i
pred)F

i
h′ . The 376

final fact representation is concatenated with the 377

context encoding, to generate the final hidden rep- 378

resentation from the encoder Cemb = [Ch;Fh], 379

which is passed to the decoder. 380

5.2 Decoder 381

We condition the response generation on the pol- 382

icy containing control codes, which enables the 383

model to adapt to the required characteristics. Sim- 384

ilar to (Rashkin et al., 2021), the control codes 385

are prepended to the decoder input ids, and passed 386

to the decoder, which generates the response by 387

conditioning on the encoder context Cemb, and 388

the control codes. The entire system is trained 389

end-to-end by minimizing the weighted sum of the 390

language modelling cross entropy loss, the binary 391

cross entropy fact selection loss, binary cross en- 392

tropy intent prediction loss, and the cross entropy 393

trait prediction loss. 394

6 Experiments 395

We perform multiple experiments and ablation stud- 396

ies on our proposed system, and use automatic met- 397

rics and human judgement for evaluation. 398

6.1 Experiment Set-up 399

We used the pre-trained 139M parameters (base) 400

version of BART (Lewis et al., 2020), and the 401

400M parameters distilled BlenderBot (Roller et al., 402
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2020) from the Huggingface library (Wolf et al.,403

2020) as our backbone models, and added 24 new404

tokens comprising of speaker identifiers (agent_1,405

agent_2), traits and intent control codes to the em-406

bedding layer. Similar to Transfertransfo (Wolf407

et al., 2019), we introduce a token type embedding408

layer to demarcate turns. All the encoders and the409

decoder were initialized with the pre-trained back-410

bone model weights, along with parameter sharing411

for the embedding and token type layers. All mod-412

els were trained using PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019),413

over 2 Nvidia RTX A5000 GPUs using mixed preci-414

sion (Micikevicius et al., 2018) and learning rate of415

2E-5, till the validation loss stopped improving. We416

utilized batch size of 32 and 16 per GPU, for BART417

and BlenderBot respectively, with gradient accumu-418

lation (Lin et al., 2018) for 2 steps, for BlenderBot.419

We clipped (Pascanu et al., 2013) the gradients420

to unit norm, and used AdamW (Loshchilov and421

Hutter, 2019) with default PyTorch parameters for422

optimization. Beam search was used during de-423

coding with a beam length of 5, with penalty for424

trigram repetitions within the generated text, and425

between the context and generated text. As per ini-426

tial results, the corpus based codes are only input427

to the encoder to enhance decision making, and are428

not used as control codes.429

6.2 Metrics430

We employ both automatic and human evaluation431

for model comparison. For automatic evaluation,432

we compare LM perplexity, BLEU-4 (Papineni433

et al., 2002) and ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004) scores.434

Since BLEU and ROUGE are known to be incom-435

plete metrics, as they don’t completely capture sen-436

tence semantics, we also compare the BLEURT437

(Sellam et al., 2020) scores. Further, in order to438

measure the faithfulness of the response to the pol-439

icy, leveraging the annotation models we calculate440

Intent F1: The average F1 across all intent classes441

between intent exhibited by the generated text, and442

the intent of the golden response, and Trait Corre-443

lation: The average Pearson’s correlation across all444

Big-5 trait intensities exhibited by the generated445

response, and the intensities in the golden response.446

Although the diverse automatic metrics evaluate the447

models from different perspectives, we also lever-448

age human judgement for evaluating relevance.449

6.3 Results and Ablation Study450

Leveraging gold knowledge and policy, we report451

our results and compare with baselines in Table 2.452

For both WOW and TC, we consider the models 453

using only context and facts as the internal baseline 454

(underlined), and further perform ablation studies 455

to not only gauge the contribution of each policy, 456

but also compare the effectiveness of using Pan- 457

dora and Essays datasets based control codes as 458

policy. We perform the following ablations: (i) 459

Intent: Using only intent control codes as policy. 460

(ii) C-Traits: Only Corpus based traits in the en- 461

coder, no policy. (iii) P / E-Traits: Only Pandora 462

or Essays based personality control codes as pol- 463

icy. (iv) Intent + P / E-Traits: Both Intent and 464

personality control codes as policy. (v) All: Us- 465

ing all control codes as policy, and corpus based 466

traits in the encoder. As reference, we also include 467

results of the end-to-end generative model (E2E) 468

with gold knowledge that was introduced in the 469

original WOW paper (Dinan et al., 2019), and the 470

GPT-2 and T5 based knowledge grounded models 471

proposed by (Rashkin et al., 2021) for WOW. For 472

TC, we include results from the neural response 473

generator (NRG) model introduced in the original 474

paper (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019), the follow up 475

work using policy driven approach (PD-NRG) (He- 476

dayatnia et al., 2020), and the recent work by Proto 477

(Saha et al., 2021). For each dataset and model type 478

in Table 2, we highlight in bold the best perform- 479

ing model by each metric, and underline the metric 480

wise best performing models for a dataset. Fur- 481

ther, in order to evaluate the planning capabilities 482

of the models, we compare the F1 score between 483

the predicted policy, and the actual labels on the 484

test data, and report the best performing models by 485

each policy component in Table 3. 486

6.4 Human Evaluation 487

We also leveraged human judgement to evaluate our 488

system against our internal baselines, and consid- 489

ered only the BART based models for human eval- 490

uation, as it resulted in better BLEU and ROUGE 491

scores. For each dataset, we sampled 100 total ex- 492

amples from both the splits, and asked 2 human 493

evaluators per example to rate each candidate re- 494

sponses by relevance with respect to the conver- 495

sation context, on a Likert scale from 1 (low rele- 496

vance) to 5 (high relevance), where the candidates 497

comprised of the response from the baseline and 498

ablation models. Table 5 includes the averaged re- 499

sults from the human evaluation. We highlight the 500

best scoring model per dataset in bold, and perform 501

Welch’s t-test to mark models which perform sig- 502
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Corpus Model Perplexity BLEU 4 RougeL BLEURT Intent F1 Trait Correl.

WOW

E2E (Dinan et al., 2019) 23.1 / 32.8 1.5 / 0.3
GPT2 (Rashkin et al., 2021) 8.9 / 8.4

T5 (Rashkin et al., 2021) 8.4 / 8.7
BART 9.74 / 10.53 8.44 / 8.24 0.341 / 0.342 0.491 / 0.488 0.300 / 0.319 0.850 / 0.824

BART + Intent 9.43 / 10.23 8.69 / 7.96 0.338 / 0.335 0.495 / 0.492 0.469 / 0.486 0.848 / 0.824
BART + C-Traits 9.76 / 10.52 8.32 / 8.11 0.338 / 0.338 0.487 / 0.486 0.297 / 0.300 0.849 / 0.826
BART + P-Traits 9.53 / 10.27 8.72 / 8.45 0.344 / 0.347 0.496 / 0.492 0.402 / 0.406 0.855 / 0.827
BART + E-Traits 9.52 / 10.27 8.99 / 8.58 0.345 / 0.349 0.496 / 0.494 0.395 / 0.397 0.866 / 0.844

BART + Intent + P-Traits 9.41 / 10.21 9.22 / 8.44 0.345 / 0.342 0.502 / 0.496 0.618 / 0.636 0.856 / 0.833
BART + Intent + E-Traits 9.37 / 10.14 9.25 / 8.51 0.346 / 0.345 0.502 / 0.500 0.654 / 0.656 0.866 / 0.849

BART + All (P-Traits) 9.37 / 10.13 9.01 / 8.60 0.349 / 0.349 0.502 / 0.502 0.669 / 0.683 0.858 / 0.836
BART + All (E-Traits) 9.43 / 10.23 9.20 / 8.79 0.348 / 0.347 0.506 / 0.501 0.634 / 0.639 0.870 / 0.848

BlenderBot 7.48 / 8.54 6.31 / 4.77 0.302 / 0.282 0.462 / 0.444 0.316 / 0.321 0.825 / 0.804
BlenderBot + Intent 7.35 / 8.38 6.52 / 5.29 0.311 / 0.297 0.462 / 0.449 0.570 / 0.564 0.834 / 0.809

BlenderBot + C-Traits 7.49 / 8.54 6.33 / 5.00 0.301 / 0.286 0.460 / 0.447 0.320 / 0.329 0.825 / 0.801
BlenderBot + P-Traits 7.42 / 8.44 6.24 / 4.90 0.306 / 0.293 0.456 / 0.445 0.369 / 0.370 0.831 / 0.809
BlenderBot + E-Traits 7.41 / 8.42 6.37 / 4.89 0.309 / 0.293 0.459 / 0.445 0.359 / 0.369 0.840 / 0.818

BlenderBot + Intent + P-Traits 7.37 / 8.38 6.26 / 5.01 0.307 / 0.295 0.455 / 0.442 0.472 / 0.485 0.833 / 0.811
BlenderBot + Intent + E-Traits 7.36 / 8.37 6.29 / 5.04 0.308 / 0.295 0.457 / 0.444 0.508 / 0.500 0.841 / 0.817

BlenderBot + All (P-Traits) 7.38 / 8.39 6.22 / 4.90 0.305 / 0.294 0.450 / 0.437 0.466 / 0.469 0.828 / 0.810
BlenderBot + All (E-Traits) 7.37 / 8.38 6.22 / 4.77 0.304 / 0.294 0.451 / 0.441 0.480 / 0.491 0.835 / 0.818

TC

NRG (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019) 26.30 / 36.30
PD-NRG (Hedayatnia et al., 2020) 12.25 / 12.62 1.9 / 2.0 0.113 / 0.108

Proto (Saha et al., 2021) 11.55 / 10.87
BART 13.81 / 14.71 3.62 / 4.10 0.235 / 0.250 0.365 / 0.388 0.264 / 0.256 0.726 / 0.763

BART + Intent 13.25 / 14.12 3.62 / 4.30 0.234 / 0.251 0.373 / 0.399 0.359 / 0.377 0.723 / 0.767
BART + C-Traits 13.73 / 14.68 3.49 / 4.13 0.233 / 0.251 0.361 / 0.390 0.263 / 0.267 0.725 / 0.759
BART + P-Traits 13.59 / 14.57 3.60 / 4.12 0.236 / 0.253 0.363 / 0.390 0.286 / 0.317 0.731 / 0.766
BART + E-Traits 13.57 / 14.53 3.52 / 4.08 0.237 / 0.252 0.364 / 0.390 0.290 / 0.299 0.733 / 0.771

BART + Intent + P-Traits 13.25 / 14.14 3.69 / 4.20 0.239 / 0.252 0.364 / 0.392 0.461 / 0.471 0.729 / 0.773
BART + Intent + E-Traits 13.21 / 14.10 3.75 / 4.38 0.246 / 0.259 0.377 / 0.403 0.459 / 0.470 0.747 / 0.783

BART + All (P-Traits) 13.21 / 14.10 3.72 / 4.37 0.242 / 0.259 0.370 / 0.400 0.505 / 0.523 0.731 / 0.765
BART + All (E-Traits) 13.22 / 14.02 3.73 / 4.28 0.246 / 0.258 0.376 / 0.403 0.465 / 0.468 0.748 / 0.782

BlenderBot 11.09 / 10.75 3.13 / 3.75 0.223 / 0.240 0.367 / 0.390 0.267 / 0.261 0.691 / 0.733
BlenderBot + Intent 10.79 / 10.45 3.41 / 3.85 0.230 / 0.247 0.373 / 0.396 0.472 / 0.480 0.713 / 0.747

BlenderBot + C-Traits 11.09 / 10.75 3.22 / 3.75 0.222 / 0.240 0.365 / 0.390 0.273 / 0.268 0.695 / 0.737
BlenderBot + P-Traits 11.01 / 10.65 3.16 / 3.66 0.227 / 0.243 0.366 / 0.390 0.326 / 0.336 0.710 / 0.745
BlenderBot + E-Traits 10.98 / 10.61 3.18 / 3.66 0.229 / 0.246 0.369 / 0.391 0.329 / 0.334 0.732 / 0.766

BlenderBot + Intent + P-Traits 10.76 / 10.41 3.19 / 3.64 0.232 / 0.247 0.368 / 0.390 0.524 / 0.531 0.715 / 0.753
BlenderBot + Intent + E-Traits 10.73 / 10.37 3.13 / 3.66 0.234 / 0.247 0.370 / 0.392 0.513 / 0.525 0.733 / 0.770

BlenderBot + All (P-Traits) 10.75 / 10.39 3.22 / 3.65 0.232 / 0.247 0.367 / 0.389 0.518 / 0.517 0.720 / 0.749
BlenderBot + All (E-Traits) 10.72 / 10.35 3.20 / 3.62 0.234 / 0.247 0.369 / 0.391 0.517 / 0.513 0.737 / 0.768

Table 2: Experimental results and ablation study on the seen/unseen and frequent/rare topic portions of the Wizard
of Wikipedia (WOW), and Topical Chat (TC) test sets, using golden facts & golden policy.

Type Model (WOW) F1 (WOW) Model (TC) F1 (TC)
Fact BART + Intent / BART + All (P-Traits) 0.50 / 0.44 BlenderBot / BlenderBot 0.13 / 0.12
Subj BART + All (E-Traits) / BART + All (E-Traits) 0.75 / 0.73 BART + All (E-Traits) / BART + Intent + E-Traits 0.83 / 0.84
Obj BART + All (P-Traits) / BART + All (P-Traits) 0.86 / 0.86 BART + Intent / BlenderBot + All (E-Traits) 0.69 / 0.70

Subj Q BlenderBot + E-Traits / BlenderBot + E-Traits 0.58 / 0.59 BART + E-Traits / BART + E-Traits 0.63 / 0.63
Obj Q BlenderBot + E-Traits / BlenderBot + E-Traits 0.58 / 0.60 BART + E-Traits / BART + E-Traits 0.61 / 0.64

Agr BART + All (E-Traits) / BART + All (E-Traits) 0.61 / 0.58 BART + Intent + E-Traits / BART + E-Traits 0.64 / 0.66
Opn BART + All (E-Traits) / BART + All (E-Traits) 0.46 / 0.44 BlenderBot + All (E-Traits) / BlenderBot + All (E-Traits) 0.47 / 0.46
Con BART + All (E-Traits) / BART + All (E-Traits) 0.61 / 0.62 BART + Intent + E-Traits / BART + Intent + E-Traits 0.63 / 0.63
Ext BART + All (E-Traits) / BART + All (E-Traits) 0.61 / 0.62 BART + All (E-Traits) / BART + Intent + E-Traits 0.62 / 0.65

Neu BART + All (E-Traits) / BART + All (E-Traits) 0.62 / 0.61 BART + Intent + E-Traits / BART + All (E-Traits) 0.61 / 0.66

Table 3: F1 scores of the best performing planning models for each policy component, in both the seen/unseen
splits of Wizard of Wikipedia (WOW), and frequent/rare splits of Topical Chat (TC) test sets.

nificantly lower than the best score with asterisks.503

Further, we calculate the inter annotator agreement504

using Krippendorff’s alpha and find that the agree-505

ment to be > 0.90, indicating a high agreement.506

6.5 Observations and Discussion 507

From the results we observe that leveraging intent 508

and personality trait based control codes as policy, 509

outperform both internal and external baselines, 510
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Context
Agent 1: do you like to party?
Response
<weak_agr><weak_ext><subj><subj_Q> i do not. do you?
<strong_agr><strong_ext><subj><subj_Q> i love to party! do you?
Context
Agent 1: fred missed the penalty, and was dropped from the team. I wonder what he is going through.
Response
<weak_agr><subj> i’m not sure what he’s going through right now. i’m sure he is struggling.
<strong_agr><subj> i’m sorry to hear that. i’m sure he’s going through some tough times. i hope he’s ok.
Context
Agent 1: do you want to go on a hike this weekend?
Agent 2: sure. where are we going?
Agent 1: how about yosemite?
Response
<strong_opn><subj> yosemite is a beautiful place. i would love to hike there.
<strong_opn><subj><obj> yosemite national park. it’s surrounded on the southeast by the Sierra

national forest and on the northwest by the Stanislaus national forest. i’ve never been there.

Table 4: Generation examples with different combinations of control codes as policy.

Model TC WOW
BART 3.54* 3.44**

BART + Intent 3.51* 3.61
BART + Big-5 Traits 3.73 3.58

BART + Intent + Big-5 Traits 3.47* 3.45**
BART + All 3.5** 3.71

Table 5: Human evaluation results: *, ** indicates that
this result is significantly different from the best result
in that column (bolded) with p-value < 0.05 and < 0.02
respectively. The baseline result is underlined.

which validates the efficacy of our proposed ap-511

proach for configurable response generation. Fur-512

ther, we notice that pre-trained BlenderBot results513

in best perplexity scores, but worse precison/recall514

metrics, which we attribute to it’s low vocabulary515

size. We also observe that both the Essays and516

Pandora based codes work well, depending on the517

scenario. For policy prediction, models incorporat-518

ing all the control codes seems to perform better,519

and the presence of personality based features in520

the context enhances intent prediction. Further,521

the results indicate that fact selection is a difficult522

problem, specially for Topical Chat, where the in-523

terlocutors have multiple viable options. We fur-524

ther plot the context length wise style adaptation525

of the generated response in Figure 3, which hints526

lengthier context facilitates better adaptation to the527

desired response style.528

In Table 4 we showcase a few generated with529

varied policy configurations against the best per-530

forming BART based model trained on WOW. The531

first 2 examples depict scenarios where varying532

the agreeableness and extraversion traits results in533

different response, with the model generating intro-534

verted response for weak extraversion, and more535

empathetic response for strong agreeableness. The 536

third example showcases the model’s capability of 537

leveraging external facts. We also observe the capa- 538

bility of the model to adapt to the intent: In the first 539

sample, the model also follows the intent control 540

code and generates a subjective question.

Figure 3: Turn length wise adaptation to the desired re-
sponse style, collated from all the full version models.

541

7 Conclusion 542

In this paper, we experiment with training end-to- 543

end systems, that can not only leverage noisy esti- 544

mates of Big-5 personality traits, and dialogue in- 545

tent based control codes as policy for response gen- 546

eration, but also predict the response policy. Our 547

results indicate that the proposed method does gen- 548

erate personality faithful responses, which adheres 549

to the required discourse intents. We establish the 550

efficacy of the system by performing ablation study 551

and comparing automatic metrics against strong in- 552

ternal and external baselines. Further human eval- 553

uation demonstrates the benefit of our proposed 554

system in adapting to the required policy. 555
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A Appendix779

A.1 Big-5 Personality Trait Annotation780

We utilized the Pandora and Essays datasets to781

train automatic personality predictors. The Pandora782

dataset consists of multiple Reddit posts for a user,783

along with the actual Big-5 trait intensities for the784

user, whereas the Essays dataset consist of essays785

written by psychology students, with actual Big-5786

trait labels, which we converted to intensities, in787

order to maintain parity between both the datasets.788

For both the datasets, we tokenized the text into789

sentences, and maintained a list of sentences for790

each user. We further cleansed and normalised the791

sentence lists, and preserved sentences containing792

ASCII characters with 3 to 50 tokens. In order793

to make the length distribution of the training ex-794

amples similar to conversation datasets, for each795

user we derived m non-overlapping samples by796

randomly selecting and concatenating k sentences,797

where k was randomly selected to vary between798

2 and 30. The target intensities for each of the799

Big-5 traits were kept same for the m samples, and800

were scaled to vary between -1 and 1. Overall, we801

derived 7,230 train and 804 validation examples802

from Essays, and 75,172 training, and 39,447 val-803

idation examples from the Pandora dataset. We804

incorporated fully connected layers followed by805

Tanh activation on top of RoBERTa base, to pre-806

dict all the 5 trait intensities simultaneously, and807

trained the models to minimize mean squared error808

loss. With the intention of comparing the quality809

and usefulness of the automatic personality anno-810

tations, we trained 2 versions of the models, one811

for each personality dataset. In order to leverage812

pre-training, the model trained on Essays dataset813

was initialized from a checkpoint of the Pandora814

model. Both the models were trained with a batch815

size of 32, and learning rate of 2E-5, till validation816

loss ceased improving. We leveraged AdamW op-817

timizer for optimizing the model parameters, and818

resorted to mixed precision training to reduce the819

training time. In Table 6, for each trait we report820

Pearson correlation between the predicted intensity821

and the actual values for both the datasets. Using 0822

as a threshold, we further binarize the predicted in- 823

tensities and actual labels, and report classification 824

F1. 825

Trait
Essays Pearson

Correl.
Essays

F1
Pandora Pearson

Correl.
Pandora

F1
Agr 0.228 0.640 0.813 0.832
Opn 0.321 0.620 0.813 0.902
Con 0.276 0.578 0.797 0.776
Ext 0.255 0.568 0.808 0.799

Neu 0.249 0.658 0.799 0.848

Table 6: Correlation and F1 metrics on the respective
validation dataset for the Pandora based and Essays
based model.

A.2 Fact Selection Example Creation 826

During fact selection, for both the Topical Chat and 827

Wizard of Wikipedia we presented 5 external facts 828

per example to choose from, for each interlocutor 829

turn. The 5 facts comprised of the golden fact(s) 830

required for generating the current response, and 831

the remaining were randomly sampled from the 832

facts which are available to the interlocutor. Table 7 833

contains the percentage distribution of the positive 834

class for fact selection, and for each dialogue intent. 835

Corpus Split Subj Obj
Subj

Q
Obj
Q

Fact

WOW Seen 46% 71% 6% 2% 18%
WOW Unseen 43% 71% 6% 2% 18%

TC Frequent 68% 51% 12% 6% 5%
TC Rare 70% 52% 13% 4% 7%

Table 7: Percentage distribution of positive class for
each intent type, and fact selection in Wizard of Wikpe-
dia and Topical Chat.

836

A.3 Additional Results 837

Table 8 illustrates additional generated samples 838

from both the Wizard of Wikipedia, and Topical 839

Chat test sets. Table 9 contains results without 840

access to the golden policy consisting of control 841

codes during inference. The model leverages the 842

predicted control codes as policy for response gen- 843

eration. For each conversation corpus, and person- 844

ality dataset combination, Table 10 lists the per- 845

centage distribution of strong and weak categories 846

(seperated by ‘/’) for each Big-5 trait, by each split 847

of the dataset. 848
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Context
<agent_1>hm, it was so long ago i don’t remember now. i caught a big red fish, well big for me. i reeled it in myself
<agent_2>congrats! that’s awesome! when i fish in my local lake, i usually use lures instead of bait.

it’s easier and the fish seem to respond just as well.
<agent_1>well we definitely got our money’s worth, but it was so long just to get out there, and it was cold.

Best Response
that’s true. some hobbyists even make handmade tackle themselves, using plastic lures and artificial flies.

that’s pretty cool!

Baseline Response
that’s a shame! i’m glad you didn’t have to use plastic lures or artificial flies to catch the red fish.

Golden Response
yes, it can take quite awhile to get out to the fishing grounds. my goal is to someday make my own tackle!

i think i’d like making artificial flies.

Golden Traits: Strong Agr, Strong Opn, Strong Con, Strong Ext, Weak Neu
Golden Intents: Subj, Obj

Context
<agent_1>how’s it going, do you follow football? depending on the country it could refer to rugby or soccer

Best Response
i do follow football. it’s one of the four major professional sports leagues in north america and the highest

professional level of american football in the world. how about you?

Baseline Response
i don’t really follow football. i do know that the nfl is one of the four major professional sports leagues in north america

and the highest professional level of american football in the world

Golden Response
love nfl football!

Golden Traits: Strong Agr, Strong Ext, Weak Neu
Golden Intents: Subj

Context
<agent_2>in all honestly though, i do think it’s a great story that he was picked 199th in the draft, but he never lost faith

in himself and ended-up being one of the greatest quarterbacks of all time!
<agent_1>that is really unbelievable about the draft. the patriots got so lucky. he’s had the most super bowl appearances of

any player in history!
<agent_2>i know! and brady won the super bowl in the first year he was a starter!
<agent_1>wasn’t the only other quarterback to do that kurt warner?

Best Response
yes, he was! i think he was the first to win a super bowl. i wonder if he ever played in the nfl? did you know those huge

american flags at football stadiums weigh 1,100 pounds and cost $50,000 to make?

Baseline Response
no, i’m not sure, but i do know that those huge american flags at football stadiums weigh 1,100 pounds and

cost $50,000 to make!

Golden Response
i think you’re right! you know what else is crazy? six of tom brady’s super bowls were decided by 3 or 4 points!

Golden Traits: Strong Agr, Strong Opn, Strong Ext
Golden Intents: Subj, Obj

Table 8: Generation examples from Wizard of Wikipedia and Topical Chat test set.
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Corpus Model BLEU 4 RougeL BLEURT

WOW

BART 8.44 / 8.24 0.341 / 0.342 0.491 / 0.488
BART + Intent 8.63 / 7.87 0.334 / 0.332 0.495 / 0.491

BART + C-Traits 8.32 / 8.11 0.338 / 0.338 0.487 / 0.486
BART + P-Traits 8.69 / 8.42 0.343 / 0.342 0.494 / 0.489
BART + E-Traits 8.94 / 8.60 0.342 / 0.344 0.495 / 0.490

BART + Intent + P-Traits 9.41 / 8.47 0.342 / 0.336 0.499 / 0.490
BART + Intent + E-Traits 8.86 / 8.12 0.337 / 0.332 0.497 / 0.491

BART + All (P-Traits) 9.09 / 8.60 0.343 / 0.343 0.496 / 0.498
BART + All (E-Traits) 9.26 / 8.82 0.340 / 0.343 0.499 / 0.495

BlenderBot 6.31 / 4.77 0.302 / 0.282 0.462 / 0.444
BlenderBot + Intent 6.36 / 5.20 0.301 / 0.287 0.457 / 0.446

BlenderBot + C-Traits 6.33 / 5.00 0.301 / 0.286 0.460 / 0.447
BlenderBot + P-Traits 6.28 / 4.98 0.306 / 0.289 0.453 / 0.441
BlenderBot + E-Traits 6.34 / 4.90 0.305 / 0.288 0.457 / 0.441

BlenderBot + Intent + P-Traits 6.32 / 4.99 0.301 / 0.289 0.450 / 0.440
BlenderBot + Intent + E-Traits 6.21 / 4.99 0.300 / 0.288 0.452 / 0.441

BlenderBot + All (P-Traits) 6.29 / 4.75 0.301 / 0.287 0.443 / 0.430
BlenderBot + All (E-Traits) 6.18 / 4.77 0.299 / 0.286 0.448 / 0.433

TC

BART 3.62 / 4.10 0.235 / 0.250 0.365 / 0.388
BART + Intent 3.40 / 4.00 0.228 / 0.243 0.369 / 0.397

BART + C-Traits 3.49 / 4.13 0.233 / 0.251 0.361 / 0.390
BART + P-Traits 3.54 / 4.10 0.233 / 0.250 0.362 / 0.389
BART + E-Traits 3.40 / 4.01 0.233 / 0.248 0.363 / 0.388

BART + Intent + P-Traits 3.32 / 3.92 0.227 / 0.240 0.361 / 0.389
BART + Intent + E-Traits 3.29 / 4.00 0.229 / 0.243 0.371 / 0.397

BART + All (P-Traits) 3.36 / 3.96 0.227 / 0.242 0.366 / 0.396
BART + All (E-Traits) 3.54 / 4.14 0.231 / 0.245 0.372 / 0.397

BlenderBot 3.13 / 3.75 0.223 / 0.240 0.367 / 0.390
BlenderBot + Intent 3.12 / 3.73 0.215 / 0.233 0.363 / 0.387

BlenderBot + C-Traits 3.22 / 3.75 0.222 / 0.240 0.365 / 0.390
BlenderBot + P-Traits 3.18 / 3.71 0.222 / 0.240 0.363 / 0.387
BlenderBot + E-Traits 3.11 / 3.52 0.221 / 0.239 0.364 / 0.385

BlenderBot + Intent + P-Traits 3.03 / 3.59 0.214 / 0.228 0.361 / 0.382
BlenderBot + Intent + E-Traits 3.04 / 3.69 0.213 / 0.230 0.362 / 0.384

BlenderBot + All (P-Traits) 3.06 / 3.50 0.214 / 0.229 0.359 / 0.382
BlenderBot + All (E-Traits) 3.03 / 3.52 0.213 / 0.229 0.359 / 0.385

Table 9: Experimental results and ablation study on the seen/unseen and frequent/rare topic portions of the Wizard
of Wikipedia (WOW), and Topical Chat (TC) test sets, using golden facts and model predicted control codes.

Seen/ Frequent Topic Unseen/ Rare Topic

Corpus
Personality

Corpus
Agr Opn Con Ext Neu Agr Opn Con Ext Neu

WOW
Pandora 19/20 80/8 19/19 17/20 19/20 20/18 81/8 17/20 12/24 22/15

Essays 22/15 78/10 20/17 21/15 16/20 21/12 79/10 15/18 20/16 14/20

TC
Pandora 47/18 72/10 29/25 39/19 20/33 20/38 67/16 22/37 12/46 37/18

Essays 40/12 61/23 38/14 49/8 7/49 22/29 65/17 14/41 11/45 40/17

Table 10: Percentage of Strong/Weak categories for all traits in each chat corpus, split by each personality corpus.
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